Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of April 6th..................

*DeArmitt Pad - 1A, 1B &1C fracked and flowing back.

*Hutchinson Pad – 4D, 4C, 4B and 4A drilled to TD. Currently drilling curve in 4E.

*Aikens Pad – 5D top hole complete, 5A set 9-5/8” casing, 5E & 5H drilling top hole.

*Mamont Compressor Site: Working on concrete construction of the foundations for the production equipment. No accidents or injuries.

*Pipeline Activities as follows:
- 9,197 feet of 10” and 6,562.4 feet of 12” for a total of 15,759.4 total feet installed to date – *Pending Permit Approvals*
- Emats finished boring under Route 380 and inserting 3 joints of 12” pipe through the bore casing. They also finished building a road to the site for the pig launchers and receivers at the compressor site, and they cleared the right-of-way for the 8” Aikins pipeline.

Emats will tie the piping in the 380 road bore to the main line to the M&R site this week.